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Wisconsin Family Action PAC Endorses Ted Cruz for President

Madison, WI – Wisconsin Family Action Federal PAC (WFA PAC) announced today that it has endorsed Ted Cruz for president.

Following is a statement from WFA PAC director, Julaine Appling:

“WFA PAC is pleased to endorse US Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) for president. We believe Sen. Cruz has the character, the temperament and the right values to lead America. He has proven throughout his career and during the campaign that he understands the importance of strengthening, preserving and promoting in this country natural marriage and family, the sanctity of human life and constitutionally-provided religious freedom. His economic policies and positions show he has the best interest of the nation’s most important natural resource—her families—at heart.

“Sen. Cruz stands tall among the candidates as someone who has the intellect and ability to govern this country not as a dictator or deal-maker-in-chief but as a principled leader who follows the Constitution and who truly desires to limit government by empowering the citizens to make America great again. Importantly, we believe Sen. Cruz will aggressively protect our citizens, our interests and our way of life from those determined to destroy us.

“America is at a crossroads. We need a leader who will inspire hope and confidence, while restoring common sense and the rule of law in our great country. We believe Sen. Ted Cruz is that leader.”

Wisconsin Family Action Federal PAC urges Wisconsin citizens to vote for Ted Cruz in the Presidential Preference Primary on Tuesday, April 5.
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